Resolution of a singularity by blowing up -a node
Singularities of algebraic varieties
Consider an algebraic variety V of dimension d over some field k. For example this could be an algebraic curve given by an equation like Y 2 = X 3 . We say that a point P E V is non-singular on V if "V locally around P looks like affine space Ad ." This notion can be made more precise, for example, by the J acobian criterion on the partial derivatives of equations defining the variety, or with the help of the structure of the local ring Ov,P ( the ring of germs of functions on V regular at P). Algebraic varieties show up in many disguises (solutions of equations in number theory, spaces where you like to compute integrals, solutions of differential equations, and so on). In practice we see that abstract theory works well on a non-singular variety (e.g., think of Hodge theory), and computations are usually easy to perform when working on regular models. But singularities often cause difficulties. Hence the natural question arises: given a variety V, can we find a variety V', with a map cp : V' --t V such that V' is non-singular, and cp is an isomorphism almost everywhere? This is the famous problern of resolution of singularities.
Algebraic curves
Here is a case where the solution of the problern is not difficult (and classically well known). Let V = C be an algebraic curve. The construction of a non-singular model of the function field of C can be produced in several ways. 
, and the parametrization A 1 = C' --t C given by t r+ (x = t 2 , y = t 3 ) E C is the desingularization of this curve. The general case of an arbitrary curve is not very much more complicated. (b) Here is a geometric method. Let C C An be an affine curve, singular at P. Perform a "blowingup" of An at a center containing P. One might hope that taking something like the inverse image of C under a blowing-up (algebraic geometers say: "taking the strict transform") reduces t he singular behavior of the curve. One can see that this is indeed the case by a proper choice of the center of blowing up, and we can arrive at a desigularization after a finite number of steps. See [7, (Terms like "blowing up", "dilatation", "quadratic transformation", "Cremona transformation" are used to indicated this or a closely related concept.) Heisuke Hironaka In fact one should like to solve a more precise problem: given V, write V 0 := V -Sing(V) for t he regular part of V, and t ry to find a modification W -+ V, which is an isomorphism on W :
Partial results where achieved in early times, e.g., see [15] , [16] , [17] . The general case in characteristic zero was solved: H. Hironaka proved in 1964:
In characteristic zero any variety can be modified into a nonsingular variety, and in fact, Hiroriaka proved it in a strong form, namely only blowing up in the singular locus is necessary, see [8] . Since then his method has been analyzed, understood better and made "canonical", see [5] , [14] ; for more details see various contributions in [12] . It seemed that the topic was getting very complicated. Hironaka's ingenuous proof had many applications. It was not easy to understand the fine details of his proof.
Generalizing t hat method to varieties in positive characteristic has failed up to now: resolution of singularities in positive characteristic has been a topic 14 to which many years of intensive research have been devoted. Abhyankar solved resolution of singularities for low dimensions, see [1] , [2] . For the general question of resolution of singularities in positive characteristic we seem to have neither a fully verified theorem nor a counterexample, see [13] . The algorithms involved in Hironaka's theory are difficult to understand in more complicated situations. It seemed we were at the limits of our possibilities ... ? Until:
Alterations
Definition. A morphism W -+ V is an alteration (say between varieties, or between integral schemes), if it is dominant, proper and generically finite see [pre-9] , [9] . -Any modification is an alteration; a finite (ramified) covering is an alteration (and one could "feel" an alteration as a combination of these two concepts) .
This new terminology was invented in order to approach the problern of replacing a singular variety by a nonsingular one: In 1995 A. J. de J ong proved:
Any variety can be altered into a nonsingular variety.
In centrast with the involved proof by Hironaka, the proof by de J ong is clear, geometric, and not very involved, see [9] . For surveys see [4] , [11] , and the first chapter in the first part of [12] . T he proof of this theorem can be refined to a proof of the weak form of resolution of singularities in characteristic zero, see [6] , [3] .
Over a field of characteristic zero the method by de Jong gives a slightly weaker result (no control over where the blow ups take place). However, the method of alterations t hus invented works in geometric situations, also in positive characteristic, or in mixed characteristics. In relative situations it proves much more than what could be achieved by Hironaka's method, and in many cases it is good enough for applications.
We like to mention a clear difference between the two methods. In t he approach taken by Hironaka singularities of a variety are studied closely, invariants are defined, and methods are applied (blowing up, algorithms involved) in order to improve the situation, in t he sense that the given invariants get "better". The algorithm then should terminate (andin fact, in characteristic zero it does), resulting in t he construction of a regular variety. A big advantage of this process developed by Hironaka ( and by many others) is the fact that usually it is very explicit, it is canonical in a certain sense, and once it works, t he result is in its strengest form.
In the approach by Johan de Jong singularities in the beginning are completely ignored. A variety is fibered by curves, and certain Operations are performed, creating possibly many more singularities, until this fibering is in a manageable form. Induction on the dimension allows us to assume the base space is regular, and only then, finally, attention is paid to the singularities. But t hese are like normal crossings singularities of an algebraic curve, and an easy, explicit blowing up finishes the job.
Epilogue A. Johan de Jong
The original paper [9] by de Jong is written in a clear style, and we advice the reader to consult that; you can find surveys in [4] , [12] .
Or, if you know some algebraic geometry, start with the gist of the strategy (e.g., as exposed in [11] ), and try to finish the whole proof of obtaining a nonsingular variety by an alteration of a singular one; it is a rewarding exercise! From a technical point of view the new method initiated by de Jong throws a completely new light on various situations, and allows several applications, not possible with earlier results, see, e.g., [10] .
From a philosophical point of view t his new approach is refreshing and promising. It shows the power of geometric methods, it tells us to postpone difficult algorithms and computation in proofs to a later stage, and it also shows that a combination of modern thinking and well-known, established techniques can solve difficult problems.
